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Abstract 

Public policy is the main force driving the process of urbanization. This ar-
ticle focuses on two particular issues: First, what is the fundamental qualifica-
tion of local think tanks (LTTs) that purport to deliver public policy consul-
tancy? Second, at the different stages of urbanization, which kinds of diffe-
rentiation policies should the government make? What are the added values 
of LTTs in the process of policymaking? Which kind of policies should LTTs 
focus on? Which specific channels should LTTs select to effectively commu-
nicate with public agencies? 
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1. Public Policies in the Process of Urbanization 

Urbanization is a complex process involving economic, societal, environmental 
and cultural issues and requires mutual coordination. It is crucial to ensure that 
there is coordination among various policies as coordination is the prerequisite 
for a harmonious policy system and, eventually, a smooth urbanization process 
[1]. It is important to recognize that the process of urbanization ends traditional 
rural life styles, which have been characterized as scattered and decentralized [2]. 
This transformation leads to an increasing number of rural residents moving 
into urban areas. With the expanding size of cities, the collective provision of 
public services has been the dominant approach for providing basic necessities. 
Against this background, public policies associated with the development of 
public services have been increasingly important. Utilizing limited resources to 
provide a wide range of economic and quality-guaranteed public services has 
become an important research question that deserves further exploration. For 
instance, how can we effectively manage public enterprises? How can we imple-
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ment strict monitoring of the costs and prices of public enterprises? How can we 
ensure that public enterprises provide services in an effective and a clean way? 
All of these questions must be prioritized in the research agenda. In the process 
of pursuing this objective, every researcher in the field of socio-economic policy 
assumes important responsibilities in performing systematic research on those 
questions identified above, a process in which researchers need to comprehen-
sively communicate with the public. 

2. Approaches through Which LTTs Influence Public Policy 

There are three major approaches through which LTTs can influence the process 
of urbanization: how policy is made, policy implementation, and the evaluation 
of policy effects. 

2.1. Influence of LTTs on Policymaking in the Process of  
Urbanization 

First, LTTs can provide policy alternatives. The impact of LTTs on the inner 
layers of political power represents the most effective and direct approach 
through which think tanks can contribute [3]. Typically, through both formal 
and informal communication channels with leadership and public agencies at 
every level, LTTs can provide policy alternatives and proposals for deci-
sion-makers and lobby them to adopt their proposals and thereby makes those 
suggestions reality. For a government, a collection of different proposals pro-
vided by multiple LTTs offers an excellent opportunity for alternative selection 
[4]. LTTs provide different policy alternatives for different situations of a certain 
problem, and this process makes it possible for policymakers to draw compari-
sons and make decisions. Thus, the principal objective of LTTs is to provide a 
channel of policy expertise that can provide policy alternatives for the govern-
ment and eventually have an impact on decision-makers. 

Second, LTTs can get involved in decision-making. As a type of non-profit 
and non-partisan organizations, the most important objective of LTTs is to in-
fluence public opinion and public policy [5]. Their involvement in the process of 
policy-making can typically result in policies that are grounded in public opi-
nion and are more persuasive, which is conducive to improving the image of lo-
cal government. The process of policymaking can be divided into a multitude of 
stages, which are described below. 

First is the agenda-setting stage. In this stage, LTTs provide policy proposals 
based on their research outcomes and ensure those proposals become the top al-
ternative for decision-makers and therefore are incorporated into policy agendas 
[6]. Experts can issue warnings to emerging problems for policymakers and pro-
vide guidelines on how policies should be adjusted for policymakers. Currently, 
expert opinion can guide public opinion via mass media, which, on the one 
hand, can bring certain policy problems to the attention of the public, changing 
their interests and values. On the other hand, adopting effective public education 
makes it possible to form a favorable atmosphere for the adoption of their pro-
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posals. In addition to their direct input into the process of decision-making, 
LTTs can indirectly influence policymaking through their long-term research 
and the resulting theoretical framework or paradigm of decision-making, which 
may serve to formulate a favorable policy atmosphere. 

Second is the formulation of policies stage. At this stage, policymakers need to 
have repeated discussions, and elite groups of public officials begin expressing 
their preferences [7]. The opinions of experts can function as a catalyst and pro-
vide theoretical support for the proposals of policy-makers, which are now 
well-established. 

In the process of decision-making, policy research is crucial for the imple-
mentation of policies and regulations. At this stage, policy research can help 
provide necessary solutions for the problems that may occur during deci-
sion-making and provide guidelines on policy evaluation that can serve as a ref-
erence for decision-makers in subsequent steps. 

Third is the providing specific policy suggestions stage. Because of their ex-
pertise, LTTs may have unique insights into the process of decision-making, and 
therefore, they have creative capacities and can optimize different strategic ob-
jectives of policies. The main way for LTTs to provide policy suggestions is by 
putting forward special research reports directed at the problems of urbaniza-
tion. These reports can take a variety of forms, which may involve the following: 
investigative reports, policy advice reports, strategic decision-making advice, and 
policy framework design reports, among others. The goal of these reports is to 
provide decision-makers with scientific information to help them make objective 
decisions. 

2.2. Influence of LTTs on Policy Implementation in the Process of  
Urbanization 

Policy implementation is not only a dynamic process but also a complex process 
containing the establishment of executers, use of policy resources, explanation of 
policy content, initiation of political mobilization and specific implementation 
and coordination of policy activities. In this process, each element is interlock-
ing, mutually influential and restrained. Policy implementation is a fundamental 
linkage for solving policy problems. Policy implementation activities include 
policy advocacy, policy decomposition, material preparation, organization, poli-
cy experiment, comprehensive implementation, coordination, monitoring and 
so on. 

First, owing to the independence of think tanks relative to government, they 
can receive more public trust and recognition in the process of policy advertise-
ment. Thus, LTTs can play a more effective role than the government in influen-
cing public opinion. In the process of policy advocacy, LTTs have more channels 
in shaping public opinion, such as the timely publication of white papers, re-
leasing research reports, publishing relevant comments, advocating for ideas and 
providing policy advice through the internet, providing comments via mass me-
dia and attending hearings organized by government departments. 
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Second, in the process of preparing plans, LTTs can often provide policymak-
ers with professional suggestions through which think tanks can support a 
change to a specific guideline for an activity. Taking into account the potential 
problems that may exist in a policy after implementation of the program, as well 
as the analysis of potential problems, the corresponding preventive measures can 
be prepared. 

Third, most think tank members have rich experience and profound know-
ledge and are experts on problems in a certain field. Think tank members can 
take advantage of their theoretical and professional knowledge and conduct me-
ticulous research on the scientific nature and feasibility of the decision. The 
members can design experimental programs that can be compared under the 
same conditions to draw a scientific conclusion. 

2.3. Influence of LTTs on Policy Evaluation in the Process of  
Urbanization 

Through the inspection of the policy plan, LTTs can evaluate the policy process 
and measure the pros and cons of the policy. Through constantly seeking and 
locating problems with public policies, LTTs can put forward specific proposals 
to solve those problems, improve the policy implementation strategy, optimize 
the policy implementation process, and strengthen the government’s capacity to 
implement its policy [8]. 

LTTs’ study and timely diagnosis of social problems has had a positive signi-
ficance. First of all, the process of policy evaluation is actually a process of theo-
retical research, which has high expectation on the theoretical accomplishment 
of experts. Only through selecting appropriate personnel can the requirements 
of an assessment be met. LTTs’ experts have performed a great deal of research, 
and they have developed rich professional knowledge and experience in policy, 
and therefore, they represent an ideal source of participants in this process. 
Second, as an independent third party, LTTs can perform an extensive evalua-
tion of a policy in an objective and fair manner. Their involvement can over-
come the limits of a policy, which have typically been made by a minority of ac-
tors in the past. Third, the involvement of LTTs in subsequent revisions of a 
policy is conducive to resolving conflicts among policy stakeholders, which re-
flects the spirit of impartiality. Overall, the participation of scholars and experts 
in public policy evaluation is consistent with the principles of fairness and de-
mocracy, which is conducive to promoting scientific and democratic policy-
making. 

3. How to Construct a System through Which LTTs Can Meet  
the Policy Requirements of Urbanization 

3.1. Why Do We Establish LTTs: How Are the Functions of LTTs  
Determined? 

To build a new style of LTTs that have Chinese characteristics and meet the de-
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mand under the new normal transformation in the process of urbanization, the 
construction of an LTT system must take multiple objectives into account. We 
need to promote high-quality research on practical problems of local govern-
ment in the processes of urbanization and improving government deci-
sion-making [9]. The goals of LTTs should be identified as follows: to provide 
policy advice on significant and practical problems in the process of urbaniza-
tion, to strive for the right of free speech and influence in key areas, and to be-
come professional and socially respected think tanks that the government can 
depend on. 

3.2. How to Establish LTTs: How Can Resources for Constructing a  
Local Intelligence System Be Accessed? 

First, a diversified human resources system must be constructed. The members 
of the domestic LTTs are mainly experts from government-affiliated research 
institutes and colleges; they focus on popular research topics and therefore lack a 
comprehensive ability to integrate a variety of disciplines [10]. This singular 
knowledge background can only guarantee professional policy advice, but it is 
difficult to ensure whether the proposals can be implemented in reality because 
these researchers do not have real experience of working in government depart-
ments. Therefore it is difficult for them to grasp the needs of decision-makers. 
On the other hand, constrained by a disciplinary background, some experts may 
not be able to develop a broad and long-term vision. Indeed, the reason why 
policy consultation provided by senior think tanks in the US has been able to 
garner the attention of the government lies in their outstanding ability to inte-
grate internal staff with those who have a multidisciplinary background, which 
in turn, results in the flexibility of the transition between the officials and the 
public as well as the integration of both parties. 

Second, the diversification of research funding for LTTs must be ensured. In 
the US, the research funding of think tanks has largely been sponsored by a va-
riety of social organizations or enterprises. This institutional arrangement also 
guarantees that donors can obtain substantive returns from other aspects of so-
ciety. Thus, in those well-developed markets of policy analysis, such as the US, 
research funding not only comes from the government but also stems from re-
search scholarships and collective and individual donors. Therefore, China 
should allot specialized intelligence research funds and through an institutional 
arrangement encourage donations by social organizations or individuals, which 
can provide a variety of financial channels for the development of think tanks. 

3.3. How to Establish Think Tanks: How Should the Mechanisms  
for Constructing a System of LTTs Be Designed? 

It is crucial to create a new nuclear intelligence system that can be labeled as one 
core with four tanks. One core refers to the local government’s decision-making 
advisory committee and the Office (generally located in the Municipal Policy 
Research Office), which represents the central link of the local government think 
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tank system [11]. To improve the organization level of LTTs and enhance the 
integration of various types of research resources, local governments can under-
take a top-level design. First is professionalization: it is necessary to ensure that 
the major leadership of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference 
will serve as the leaders of the decision-making advisory committee; bridging the 
two systems can mobilize the necessary resources. Second is integration, which 
refers to the integration of the decision-making advisory committee office and 
the Municipal Policy Research Office in the hope of improving the accuracy of 
research. Third is substantiation, wherein a decision-making consultation office 
is established at the city level and carries out the duties of the decision-making 
advisory committee and the Office, which can improve the efficiency of organi-
zation. The four tanks are government think tanks, think tanks in higher educa-
tion, public think tanks, and enterprise think tanks. These are the four branch 
networks of LTTs, with each having a central node: this node becomes the main 
starting point for the construction of the system and maximizes the integration 
of intellectual resources scattered in various fields. 
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